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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to explore the possibilities 10 incorporate real time aspects in process algebra, 
and in particular in the framework of ACP IBK84]. Many papers have been written about real time 
processes and their description in various formats that had previously been introduced without real 
time constraints. We mention IDS89J, iGB871, IJM861, fKSRGA88J, [MT90], INRSV90], [R89], 
[RR86], [RR87], [ZL87]. Our effort is 1101 primarily aimed al a better understanding of real time phe-
nomena but rather more focussed on the question 10 what extent real time aspects can be incorporated 
in the setting or ACP. Adding real time features can be done in many ways and it. is impossible to ex-
plore all options in a single document (sec also iG901). But taking the philosophy of ACP as a starting 
point several conclusions can be drawn beforehand: 
1. Atomic actions take no time, moreover they either exclude one another in time or happen at the 
same time and arc engaged in some kind or communication. This can be preserved if we add to atomic 
actions a time stamp (as was done in IGV871) . Tilus a(7) stands for: perform action a at time 7. 
ii. ACP is an executable formalism. In fact its expressions arc just programs in an applicative no-
tation . This character must be preserved in the case or real time ext.ens ions. 
iii . The axioms or ACP arc wrong f"or a real time in1crprc1a1io11: suppose that actions a, band c cannot 
communicate. What is P = (a(2) · c(4)) II b(3)".' According 10 ACP it. is as follows: 
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(a(2) · c(4)) II b(3) = (a(2) · c(4)) lL b(3) + b(3) lL (a(2) · c(4)) = 
a(2) · (c(4) II b(3)) + b(3) · a(2) · c(4) = 
a(2) · (c(4)· b(3) + b(3) · c(4)) + b(3) · a(2) · c(4). 
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This is not satisfactory, however, because the intuitive meaning of the entirely deterministic process P 
is a(2) · b(3) · c(4). In the case of real time processes there is much less room for arbitrary interleav-
ing. In any case it is not always true that parallel composition leads to a combinatorial explosion of ex-
ecution paths. 
iv. After all actions have been provided with time stamps the original system ACP becomes difficult to 
understand. What exactly is an atomic action without time stamp? Will it obtain a time stamp by being 
executed? Or is there some other connection'? It follows that after the introduction of ACPp the original 
system ACP is not just recovered by taking stamped actions instead of ACP's atomic actions. In fact 
the following can be said: 
• ACPp is a generalization of ACP. It h:is weaker axioms and the axioms of ACP cannot be main-
tained for real time processes in general. 
ACP's axioms hold for a subclass of the real time processes. This subclass consists of the so-
called symbolic processes. An atomic action of a symbolic process is a composed object in terms of 
ACPp. Intuitively the symbolic processes uses 'atomic actions' of the form f!. where g stands for: 
'choose some a(t) fort 2'. O'. 
• several auxiliary operators arc needed to define ACPp. In the subcasc of symbolic processes their 
occurrences arc trivial (superfluous). 
v. suppose we have in mind the process A[2, 3] that can perform action a once and can do such at 
any time t in the interval [2, 3]. For this process it is mi option lo perform the action a(2.55), therefore 
we expect to find the identity A[2,3] = A[2,3] + a(2.55). Similarly we expect the identity 
A[2, 3] = A[2, 2.4] + A[2.4, 3]. 
Thus, the choice of a moment in time is to be described by means of+ just as all manifestations of 
choice arc. (Recall that a distinction between ACP/CCS on the one hand and CSP on the other hand is 
that in the first theories only one choice mechanism is provided. This form of simplicity should be 
preserved.) 
vi. We need additional terminology lo distinguish between real time process algebra and the form of 
process algebra not involving time stamps. We propose to use the term 'process algebra' for both 
'activities' or 'versions of the theory'. The old case is the denoted with 'symbolic process algebra', the 
new case with '(real time) process algebra'. Thus the dcfaulL meaning of 'process algebra' involves the 
use of time according to this proposal concerning terminology. 
The major mechanism or ACP is its description or the merge or processes using arbitrary interleaving. 
We find that this makes perfect sense in the context or real time processes. There seems to be no im-
mediate need to incorporate noLions concerning causality (or so-called 'true concurrency') if a step to 
real time is made. 
The part of the work that becomes harder i r not unallractivc and diflicult is the theory of bisimula-
tions. In principle the notion or a bisirnulation gcncrali1cs to a real time setting without much difficulty. 
The problem is that transit ion systems become very large so that they become hard to visualize. Nev-
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ertheless, transition systems arc very useful for didactic purposes. On the other hand, it seems that 
working with the axioms is needed if simple and convincing calculations on processes are to be made. 
Further, for some recursion equations a solution can only be found by introducing an operational se-
mantics. And then bisimulaLion is needed to understand that the u·ansition system indeed yields a solu-
tion of the recursion equations. (This is needed if one has to deal with processes of the 'Achilles & 
tortoise' type, i.e. processes that can perform in finitely many consecutive actions in a finite amount of 
time. In simpler cases one may use a projective limit construction to find solutions of recursion equa-
tions.) 
The conclusion that we have drawn from Lhis experiment is that it is possible indeed to find a real 
time version of ACP and that our proposal has the properties that one would like. Before writing this 
document we have tried several alternatives. Indeed there arc even versions of the theory conceivable 
in which all axioms of ACP remain valid, but unfortunately the meta-theory of those proposals turned 
out to be quite unsatisfactory . Thal has led us to the conclusion that ACP has to be generalized in order 
to accommodate real time, which simply means that at least one or its axioms must be given up. The 
decision has been made to weaken the axioms concerning the interaction of atomic actions and left 
merge. The reason to do so is because this turns out to be intuitively plausible. It cannot be excluded at 
present that quite different generalizations work as well or bcucr. 
We make only a few remarks about a theory or abstraction in the real time context, this is to a large 
extent a maucr for future research. Thus it is concrete process algebra, the theory without 't:'s, that is 
generalized to a real time setting here. Concrete process algebra serves for process specification rather 
than for verification. 
The aims of thi s research arc 10 propose a language and axioms for the description of real time 
processes, not to analyse the mathematical foundations of the system. Indeed we run the risk of having 
an inconsistent set of axioms. The primary method to avoid this is to base ourselves on clear intuitions 
about the modeling of real time systems. All operators have a clear (informal) operational meaning and 
the axioms rcncct this operational meaning. The purpose of the axioms is to allow an elimination re-
sult: all finite closed process expressions can be wriucn in a form using sum and multiplication only. 
Not even this fact is provided wilh a rigorous proof however. So this paper does little more than 
proposing the design of a potential theory for real time processes. IL should be noticed however that the 
major risks for the theory being wrong or useless arc not so much in Lhc mathematical foundations but 
rather in the 'human factors' of the syntax. the axioms and the operational intuitions. In order to sup-
port our claim that our language is a workable one indeed we have Lo propose plausible methods for 
modeling many real time mechanisms in first. 
2. BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH TIME STAMPS. 
First we briefly review the theory BPA (Basic Process Algebra) or [BK84]. Process algebra starts 
from a given action al1>lwbet A (usually liniLc). Elements of A arc called atomic actions. BPA has two 
binary operators:+ stands for allcrnative composition (choice), and• for sequential composition. BPA 
has the axioms from Lablc I . 
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X+Y=Y+X 
(X + Y) + Z = X + (Y + Z) 
X+X=X 
(X + Y) · Z = X · Z + Y · Z 
(X · Y) · Z = X · (Y · Z) 
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If we add to BPA a special constant o standing for inaction (comparable to NIL of CCS), we obtain the 
theory BPAo. The two axioms for o arc in table 2. 
Table 2. BPAo = BPA + A6, A7. 
A6 
A7 
When we add real time to this setting, our basic actions arc not from the set A0 = Au{o}, but from the 
set 
AT= {a(t) I a E Ao, t E ~;:.i:o}. 
Thus, each atomic action is parametrized by a non-negative real number. We use a dense and 
continuous time domain since that is usual practice in physics (there, sometimes all reals are used, as 
we do in [BB90]; in tJ1is case, we need to remove axiom AT A 1 ). Other time domains can also be used, 
and most of the theory we develop will be unaffected. 
Again, the timed actions can be combined by+,. Moreover, we need an additional operation», 
the (absolute) time shift. t » X denotes the process X starting at time t. This means that all actions that 
have to be performed at or before time t arc turned into deadlocks because their execution has been 
delayed too long. Clearly 0 » X = X for all processes X. This is not taken as an axiom because it can 
be derived for all closed process expressions from the given axioms. 
The process o(t) can wait until time t, and then, no further activity is possible. The process o(0) 
can perform no activity at all. It obeys the same laws as the process o of BP Ao, so we can put o = 
o(0) . 
a(0) = o(0) 
o(t) · x = o(t) 
t < r ⇒ o(t) + o(r) = o(r) 
a(t) + o(t) = a(t) 
a(t) · X = a(t) · (t » X) 
t<r ⇒ t » a(r)=a(r) 
t 2'. r ⇒ t » a(r) = o(t) 
t» (X + Y) = (t» X) + (t» Y) 
t » (X · Y) = (t » X) · Y 
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EXAMPLES: 
1. a(2)·b(3) + 8(1.5) = a(2) ·b(3) + 8(1.5)·b(3) = (a(2) + 8(1.5))·b(3) = 
= (a(2) + 8(2) + 8(1.5))·b(3) = (a(2) + 8(2))·b(3) = a(2)·b(3); 
ii. a(2)·(b(2)·c(3) + c(1)·c(4) + c(3)·c(2)) = 
= a(2)·(2 » b(2)·c(3) + 2 » c(1 )·c(4) + 2 » c(3) ·c(2)) = 
= a(2)·(8(2) ·c(3) + 8(2)·c(4) + c(3)·c(2)) = a(2)·(8(2) + o(2) + c(3)·c(2)) = 
= a(2)·(8(2) + (8(3) + c(3))(3 » c(2))) = a(2)·(8(3) + c(3))·8(3) = a(2)·c(3)·8(3). 
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A closed process expression over BPAp8(A) is an expression that does not contain process variables 
or variables for real numbers. We allow every real number as a constant, which means there are un-
countably many such closed process expressions. For finite closed process expressions an initial alge-
bra can be defined. This is the initial algebra model of BPAp8(A) . This structure identifies two closed 
expressions whenever t.hese can be shown identical by means of application of the axioms. We will 
look at two other models in the following two sections. In these models, recursion equations can be 
solved. 
3. PROJECTIVE LIMIT MODEL. 
We will define a projective limit model for BPAp8. This model is useful for the solution of a large 
class of recursion equal ions. 
Let A be an action alphabet. It may be infinite, since finiteness conditions will have to be imposed 
on terms rather than on tJ1c syntactic categories anyway. Let PRf(A) denote the finite process expres-
sions over action alphabet A with real timed actions. We will work in PRf = PRf(A) . 
3.1 PROJECTION. 
ni: PRf ➔ PRf is a mapping defined by the axioms in table 4. 
t ~ t' ⇒ n1(a(t')) = a(t') 
t < t' ⇒ n1(a(t')) = 8(t) 
rc1(X · Y) = rc1(X) · rc1(Y) 
rc1(X + Y) = rc1(X) + rr1(Y) 
Table 4. Projection. 
A projective sequence is a mapping p: [O, 00 ) ➔ PRf such that for each pair t < t' of times in [O, 00), 
p(t) = rc1(p(t')) . This leads to a projective limit model for basic process algebra with a real time feature, 
sim ilar to the model in REED & ROSCOE [RR86J, sec also [R89], [RR87], [DS89l. An important dif-
ference between our appro::ich and theirs is, that in their selling, there is a fixed delay 8 following every 
atomic action. 
The clements of our domain arc the projective sequences; two sequences p,q arc considered to be 
the same if' for all t~O the equation p(t) = q(t) holds in the initial algebra model. The operators are de-
fined component-wise, so e.g. (p + q)(t) = p(t) + q(t) . 
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In this projective limit model it is possible to define the solution of recursion equations. For these 
equations in most cases one will need processes that arc parametrized by real numbers. 
3.2 EXAMPLES. 
P1(t) = a(t) · P1(t + 1) 
P2(t) = a(t) · a(t + 1) · P2(t + 1) 
P3(t) = a(t) · (P3(t + 1) + c(t + 4)) + b(t + 2) · P3(t + 4) 
Now we can ask whether or not it is the case that guarded timed equations have unique solutions in the 
projective limit model. We find that nol all of them do. For instance consider the following recursive 
equation: 
A(r) = a(2 - r) · A(r/2). 
In this case 1t2(A(1 )) is not a linile process . This is a version of the paradox of Achilles and the tor-
toise. That paradox seems to be connected 10 the assumption that reality is a projective limit model in 
the above sense. It can be concluded 1ha1 1hc projcc1ivc limit model above is not suited for solving re-
cursion equations in general. Therefore, we will look at an operational semantics next. 
4. OPERATIONAL SEMANTfCS. 
First, we will look more closely at the format of process specifications. 
4.1 A PROCESS SPECIFICATION FORMAT. 
A process specilication comprises the following aspects: 
i. the description of a signature for a data type, including a sort for the non-negative real numbers 
denoted by lrt~0. All constmlls and operations on the real numbers will have to be named as well; 
ii. the description of an algebra LI$ that serves as a semantics for lhe data type mentioned in (i). Notice 
tJrnt lB involves a model for the real numbers; 
iii . a finite set A of action names with parameter lists. A parameter list is a sequence of sort names 
from the data type. If a(S1 , ... ,Sk) is an action name with parameter list then for all data di E 
Dom(lB ,Si) and t E l~~o a(d1 , .. ,,dk)(t) is a timed atomic ac1ion. (We will also say: a timed and instan-
tiated atomic action). Notice that tis 1101 a paramclcr of the aclion in the regular sense, as it plays a 
special role. On the other hand, one of the Si may be Et~O, in which case time can also be used as a pa-
rameter; 
iv . a finite colleclion of process names wilh parameter lists. As in the case of action names, a parame-
ter list is a possibly em ply sequence of sort names. 1 r P(S1 , ... ,Sk) is a process name with parameter list 
then for all data di E Dom(3 ,Si) P(d1, ... , dk) is a so-called instantiated process name. Instantiated 
process names do not contain a special t imc parameter, but again, one of the Si may be JR~O; 
v. A finite collection of guarded recursion equations in !he style of ACP. The meaning of these recur-
sion equations is found by taking all instan1ia1ions of the process names that occur in left hand sides. 
After this instantiation, no rrcc variables may be left in the right-hand sides. Thus a finite system of 
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equations is viewed as an abbreviation of an infinite collcc1ion of recursion equations for instantiated 
process names. 
4.2 DEFINITIONS. 
Let a process specification K be given. Then 1hc following mauers can be defined: 
i. IA(K) denotes the class of instantiated timed actions of K, 
ii. IPN(K) denotes the class of instantiated process names for K, 
iii. The classes CPE(BPAp8, K) of closed process expressions made from instantiated timed actions 
(IA(K)) and instantiated process names (IPN(K)), as introduced in K, combined with the process com-
binators ofBPApo. Similarly we will have CPE(ACPp, K). Further, such classes are found ifwe add 
more operators to the syntax of processes. In particular the integral operator will often be used. That 
leads to notations CPE(BPAp8J , K) and CPE(ACPpl, K). 
4.3 STATES. 
Given a class L of closed process expressions, say L = CPE(BPAp8, K) the corresponding class of 
states is ST(L) = {(e, t) I e E L and t E :1~0 }. Thus a state is a closed process expression together with 
a time. (e, t) denotes the state with time tat which process e st.ill has to be executed. 
4.4 ACTION RELATIONS. 
Given a process description K, and a class of closed process expressions Lover K the operational se-
mantics of K, L consists or three relations 
step k ST(L) X IA(K) X ST(L) 
idle k ST(L) x ST(L) 
terminate k ST(L) x IA(K) x JR~O. 
The extension of these relations is found as the least fixed point of a simultaneous inductive definition. 
Before presenting this inductive definition some constraints of the relations will be mentioned. (The 
inductive definition will guarantee these constraints for its least fixed point.) 
step: ifstep((x, t), a(r), (x', s)) then t <rand r = s; 
idle: if idle((x, t), (x', r)) then t <rand x = x' ; 
terminate : ifterminate((x, t), a(r), s) then t <rand r = s . 
We write 
(x, t) a(.r:). (x', r) 
(x, t) - • (x, r) 




step((x , t), a(r), (x', r)), 
idle((x, t), (x, r)), and 
terminate((x, t), a(r), r). 
We remark that in the step and terminate relations, it is not necessary to mention the timer twice. 
We prefer to use a somewhat supernuous notation , to make later generalizations possible. 
The inductive rules for the operational semanti cs arc similar to those used in structural operational 
semantics. An exhaustive list is deplorably long. In table 5, we have a E IA(K), r,s,t E J!l~O, x,y E L. 
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t < r ⇒ (a(r), t) a(~)► (✓, r) 
t<S<r ⇒ (a(r), t) ► (a(r), s) 
t<S<r ⇒ (8( r), t) ► (8( r), s) 
(x,t) a(r)► (x',r) 
(x+y,t) a(r.l ► (x',r), (y+x,t) a(r_) ► (x', r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓, r) 
a(Q , a(r) 
(x+y,t) · ► ('1,r), (y+x, t) · ► (✓ ,r) 
(x,t) - ► (x, r) 
(x+y,t) -► (x+y,r), (y+x,t) ·- ► (y+x,r) 
(x,t) a(f.l► (x', r) (x,t) · ► (x,r) 
(x·y,t) a(f.l ► (x'·y,r) (x·y,t) -► (x·y,r) 
(x,t) a(r_}_► ( ✓ ,r) 
a(r) (x·y,t) ··- ► (y, r) 
t<r<S ⇒ (s»x, t) ► (s»x, r) 
(x,t) a(( )__► (x',r), r>s (x,t) -·► (x,r) 
(s»x,t) a(r) ► (x', r) (s»x,t) --► (s»x,r) 
(x,t) a(r)_► ( ✓ ,r), r>S 
a(r) · 
(s»x,t) ·· ► ( ✓, r) 
Table 5. Action rules for I3PApo (inference rules). 
Note that the rules for alternative composition express, that by idling, a summand of an alternative 
composition can be lost if it cannot wait any longer (if the time stamp of an atomic action is reached or 
passed). 
We also need action relation rules for recursive equations. We use recursive equations to specify 
infinite processes, as in rBK86l or I BBK87], where also the notion of guardedness is explained. Let 
X = e be a recursive equation, with X a formal variable, and e, e' process expressions, possibly 
containing the variable X. Then we add the following rules. 
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(e,t) a(rJ. (e' ,r) 
(X,t)a(rJ. (e',r) 
(e,t) a(rl. ( ✓ 'r) 
(X,t) a(rl. ( ✓ 'r) 
Table 6. Action rules for recursion. 
(e,t) --• (e,r) 
(X,t) ·➔ (X,r) 
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We let RTS((p, t)) denote Lhe real time t.ransition system generated from Lhe state (p, t) using the 
structured operational rules above. 
4.5 REMARK. 
Notice that the inference rules arc such that as time progresses without the execution of an action, not 
more relations become possible, i.e. 
t ~rand (x,r) - • (x,s) implies (x,t) - • (x,s) 
t ~rand (x,r) a(s_~ (x' ,s) implies (x,t) a(sJ. (x' ,s) 
t ~rand (x,r) a(~~ (✓ ,s) implies (x,t) a(~. ( ✓ ,s). 
These rules do not hold anymore when hidden actions ('t-actions) arc present, see section 9.10. 
4.6 BISIMULATIONS. 
Let a process description K be given using a process syntax (say BPAp&) and consider two process 
expressions p and q in CPE(BPAp&, K). We will define what it means for the states (p, t) and (q, t) 
to be bisimilar. 
The cone cone(p, t) of a state over CPE(BPAp&, K) is the collection of all states that are accessi-
ble from (p, t) in finitely many transitions using the clauses of the structured operational semantics. 
Then a bisimulation between (p, t) and (q, t) is a relation R k cone(p,t) x cone(q,t) such that 
i. R((p, t), (q, t)); 
ii. for each state (p',s) in cone(p ,t) there is a state (q',s) in cone(q,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)); 
iii. for each state (q',s) in cone(q,t) there is a state (p',s) in cone(p,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)); 
1v. for each state (p',s) in cone(p,t) and state (q',s) in cone(q,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is a step a(s') possible from (p',s) to stale (p",s'), then there is a state (q",s') in cone(q,t) 
such that R((p",s'), (q",s')) and there is a step a(s') possible from (q',s) to (q",s'). 
v. for each state (q',s) in cone(q,t) and state (p',s) in cone(p,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is a step a(s') possible from (q',s) to state (q",s'), then there is a state (p",s') in cone(p,t) 
such that R((p",s'), (q",s')) and there is a step a(s') possible from (p',s) to (p",s'). 
vi. for each stale (p',s) in cone(p,t) and state (q',s) in cone(q,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is idling possible from (p',s) to slate (p',s'), then R((p',s'), (q',s')) and idling is possible from 
(q' ,s) to (q' ,s'). 
vii. for each state (q',s) in cone(q,t) and state (p',s) in cone(p,t) such that R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is idling possible from (q',s) to state (q',s'), then R((p',s'), (q',s')) and idling is possible from 
(p' ,s) to (p' ,s'). 
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viii. for each sLaLc (p',s) in cone(p,t) and slate (q',s) in cone(q,t) such thaL R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is a Lcrmination sLcp a(s') possible from (p',s) to s', Lhcn Lhcrc is a LcrminaLion step a(s'} pos-
sible from (q',s) Los'. 
ix. for each state (q',s) in cone(q,t) and stale (p',s) in cone(p,t} such that R((p',s), (q',s)): 
if there is a termination step a(s') possible from (q',s) to s', then there is a termination step a(s') pos-
sible from (p',s) to s'. 
We say stales (p,t) and (q,t) arc bisimilar, notated as (p, t) H (q, t), if there exists a bisimulation 
between (p,t) and (q,t). Note that conditions ii. and iii. in Lhc definition above arc superfluous. 
Given a fixed process specification K, then we claim the relation between bisimulations and the axioms 
ofBPAp8 is as follows: 
let L(X, Y, Z) = R(X, Y, Z) be an equation ol' BPAp8 (wiLh variables among X,Y,Z). Then for any 
process expressions p, q, and r in CPE(BPAp8, K) and for each t E Ltt~O the slates 
(L(p, q, r), t) and (R(p, q, r), t) arc bisimilar. 
It follows that for every fixed instant or time ta model of BPAp8 can be found as follows: map each 
closed process expression p on the bisirnulation class of Lhe state (p, t). 
We conjecture that in this bisimulation model, all guarded recursive equations have a solution. It 
would be nice if a proof can be found that all guarded recursive equations even have unique solutions. 
We leave this second statement as an open problem. 
4.7 SOME FACTS ON BISfMULATION. 
LaLer on, we will use the f'act that the states (x, t) and (t » x, t) arc bisimilar ((x, t) H (t » x, t)} for 
every closed process expression x and time t. Ano1hcr uscl'ul observation is that (x, t) H (y, t) implies 
that (x, r) H (y, r) for every r ~ t. In panicular, 1his means that if (x, 0) H (y, 0), then (x, t) H (y, 
t) holds for all t. 
4.8 EXAMPLE. 
Considering again the 'Achilles and tonoise' process A(1) of 3.2, we sec that the cone of (A(1 }, 0) 
only contains states with time component less than 2, so time 2 cannot be reached, and we have e.g. 
(A(1 ), 0) f::t (A(1 )·b(3), 0). 
5. lNTEGRATJON. 
We call integration the aherna1ive cornposilion over a continuum of altcmaLivcs. 
5.1 Suppose Lhat a process notalion dcscriplion is given. This is a process dcscripLion K without 
recursion equations. We denolc a process no1a1 ion dcscripLion with K-. Now iL is possible to introduce 
process expressions with free variables of 1ype :i2'. 0_ These process expressions can be inLerpreted as 
mappings from real numbers to processes. Let Tvar be an infinite collecLion of variables for JR~O. With 
PE(BPAo, K-)[Tvar] the collection of process expressions with variables in Tvar is denoted. The no-
tions of free variables and bound occurrence or variables arc introduced as usual. Now we add a 
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binding operator to this term calculus. For each subset V of ~ ~o and for each variable v E Tvar and 
each process expression the following expression is introduced: 
r p' also written as INT(v E V, P). 
vEJv 
Intuitively this is just the alternative composition of the alternatives P[t/v] fort E V. We use f rather 
than I to stress the fact that this sum may combine a number of alternatives with the cardinality of the 
continuum. Of course, v ceases to be a free v,u-iable in this expression (if it happened to be one in P). 
Alpha conversion must be allowed to avoid name dashes. 
5.2 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 
The operational rules for integration arc as follows. 
5.3 EXAMPLE 
(x(u),t) -► (x(u),r), LIE V 
( fx(v),t) -· ► ( fx(v),r) 
VEV VEV 
(x(u),t) a('1. (x',r) LIE V 
( fx(v),t)a(r)_► (x',r) 
VEV 
(x(u),t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r) LIE V 
( fx(v),t)a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r) 
VEV 
Table 7. Act.ion relations for integration. 
Let P = ( f a(v) + f b(v) + j c(v)) ·d(8) ; 
VE (1,3] VE r2,4) VE (3,6) 
then (P, 1.5) -► (P,5) and (P,2) b( 3l (d(8),3). 
5.4 AXIOMS. 
The integration operator requires (allows) many additional axioms, sec table 8 below. 
The last axiom is an extcnsionality axiom. It is a conditional equation, provided one allows un-
countable conjunctions of conditions. Using these axioms a finite process expression involving f can 
be written in a normal form in which only prefix multiplication is used (rather than sequential compo-
sition in general; sec I BK84 I for such normal forms) . 
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r P = P[t/v] 
veit} 
v rt: FV(P) & V :;t 0 ⇒ IP = P 
viv 
r ( P + o) = r P + r o 
VEV VEV VEV 
V (/; FV(Q) ⇒ r (P·Q) = ( r P) ·O 
VEV VEV 
for all t E V (P[t/v] = Q[t/v]) ⇒ r p = r Q 
VEV VEV 
Table 8. BPApol = I3PApo + INTl-7. 
5.5 EXAMPLE: 
f {(a(v+1) + b(2)) · ( f b(7-v)) · d(v)} · c(12) = 
VE [2 ,3] VE r4,6] 
f {(a(v+1) + b(2)) · ( [. b(7-w)) · d(v)} · c(12) = 
VE[2,3] WE 4,6) 
f {(a(v+1) + b(2)) · ( [. b(7-w) · d(v))} · c(12) = 
VE [2,3] WE 4,6) 
f{(a(v+1) + b(2)) · ( [. b(7-w)) · d(v) · c(12)} = 
VE[2,3] WE 4,6) 








I {a(v+1) · ( [. b(7-w)) · d(v) · c(12) + b(2) · ( ( b(7-w)) · d(v) · c(12)}. 
VE [2,3) WE 4,6) WE 4,6) 
5.6 EXAMPLE. 
In this example, we will describe three clocks. 
i . C1 (t) = tick(t) · C1 (t+ 1) 
If one starts the clock in state (C1 (1 ), 0) it will start ticking at time 1 and continue to do so each time 
unit with absolute precision. 
ii. The second clock allows some fluctuations or the ticks. 
C2(t) = f tick(v) · C2(t+ 1) 
VE [t-0.01 ,1+0.01] 
iii. The third clock cumulates t11c errors: 
C3(t) = f tick(v) ·C3(v+ 1 ). 
vE [t-o.oi ,t+o .01 J 
5.7 EXAMPLE. 
In this example, we look at processes that describe the automatic switching off of a lamp. 
The first example of an automatic switch off mechanism allows to switch on a bulton at any time; then 
after 10.5 time units it will be switched off (automati cally). 
81 = J sw_on(v)·sw_off(v+ 10.5) · 81 
VE R2'.() 
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An improved version of this device allows to switch on before it has switched off (in order to prevent 
sudden darkness for instance). We use a parameter t. 
82 = J sw_on(v)·82(v+ 10.5) 
VE JR;;:() 
82(t) = sw_ off(t) ·82 + [ sw_on(w)·82(w+ 10.5). 
WE 0,t) 
A third version of the mechanism allows two different bultons for switching on. 
83 = J (sw_on1 (v) + sw_on2(v))·83(v+ 10.5) 
VE lR~ 
83(t) = sw_off(t) · 83 + [ (sw_on1 (w) + sw_on2(w))·83(w+ 10.5). 
WE 0,t) 
5.8 EXAMPLE. 
f 8(v) = f 8(v) + f 8(v) = J 8(v) + 8(4) = j(8(v) + 8(4)) = f 8(4) = 8(4). 
VE(3,4] VE(3,4] VE{4} VE(3,4) VE[ ,4] VE(3,4] 
5.9 ATOMIC ACTIONS WITH REAL VALUED PARAMETERS. 
We have introduced the notation a(b1, .. , bn)(t) for the atomic action a at time t with parameters b1, .. , 
bn. If some of the bi may be real numbers, in expressions for them the time t may be used itself. We 
will provide an example of that in the following. 
5.10 EXAMPLE. 
Let p be a point in space that travels with uniform velocity v from a to b starting at time to. We assume 
that we work in a one dimensional real space. The distance of a and b is d . Let u = d/v and t1 = to + 
u. Thus at time t the point is at position r = a + v · (t - to). The action p(r)(t) denotes that p signals its 
presence at r at time t. p(r)(t) will be called a position signal. The process P(t) will describe the 
traveling point from time t onwards. P(t) allows a position signal at any time and it will terminate after 
the final position signal p(b)(t1 ). The process p(a)(to) ·P(to) describes the traveling point. A recursion 
equation for P(t) is as follows. 
P(t) = f p(a + v ·(t'-to))(t')·P(t') + p(b)(t1). 
t'E (t,t1) 
Notice that this equation may best be considered as a very large system of equations, one for each P(t) 
with t ranging over the nonnegative real numbers. The advantage of this view is that the P(t) do not 
have free variables and no complications with name clashes and alpha conversions will arise. Of 
course it is possible as well Lo view the recursion equation as a single one but in that case process ex-
pressions with parameters have 10 be understood in detail. 
IL should be noticed that the process P(to) cannot be def'ined within the projective limit model be-
cause there is an infinite sequence of' actions possible before time t1 . 
6. PARALLEL PROCESSES. 
We start off by giving the operational semantics !'or the parallel composition operator II (merge). We 
assume we have given a communication function I : A0 x A0 ~ A0. I is commutative, associative and 8 
is a zero element for it. 
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6.1 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 
The operational semantics for merge is easy to understand: in a parallel composition, both processes 
must proceed in order for the composition to proceed. We sec 6 possible combinations. 
a(r) , 
(x,t) - ► (x ,r), (y,t) - ► (y,r) 
(xlly,t) a(r) ► (x'lly,r), (yl l x,t) a(r) ► (yllx',r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓, r), (y, t) · ► (y, r) 
(xlly,t) a(r.) ► (y,r), (yllx,t) a(r) ► (y,r) 
(x,t) -- ► (x,r), (y,t) -- ► (y,r) 
(xlly,t) - ► (xlly,r) 
(x,t) a(r1 ► (x',r), (y,t) b(r). (y',r), a I b=C=t:o 
(x 11 y,t) c(r) ► (x' II y' ,r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► (x',r), (y,t) b(r). ( ✓ ,r), a I b=C=t:o 
(xlly,t) c(r) ► (x',r), (yllx,t) c(r) ► (x',r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r), (y,t) b(r) ► ( ✓ ,r). a I b=C=t:o 
(xlly,t) c(r) ► ( ✓ ,r) 
Table 9. Action rules for parallel composition. 
An interesting consequence of' these rules is the identity p II o = p II o(O) = o(O) = o (a deadlock stops 
time). Notice the contrast with symbolic process algebra where one can prove for all closed process 
expressions p that p II o = p · 8. 
In order to give a axiomatic characterization or parallel composition, we need a number of auxiliary 
operators. 
6.2 ULTIMATE DELAY. 
The ultimate delay operator takes a process expression X in CPE(I, K) for some process signature I: 
and a process description K. It returns values in :t,~0 u {(J)} with the understanding that w = sup(JR~O). 
The ultimate delay operator U is dcfo1ed as shown in table 10. 
U(a(t)) = t 
U(o(t)) = t 
U(X + Y) = max{U(X), U(Y)} 
U(X · Y) = U(X) 
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In order to calculate the ultimate delay of an integral expression, we need an additional axiom. 
U( f X) = sup({U(X) Iv E V}) 
ve¼ 
Table 11. BPApolU = BPApoU + BPApol + ATUI. 
ATUI 
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Note that the following interesting equality is a generalization of the law A6 of BP Ao; it holds in the 
bisimulation model: 
U(X) ~ t ⇒ X = X + o(t). 
Using this identity and the axiom ATUl above, we can derive r o(t) = o(4) (compare with 5.8). 
te[3,4j 
6.3 BOUNDED INJTIALIZATION. 
The bounded initialization operator is also denoted by », and is the counterpart of the operator with the 
same name that we saw in the axiomatization of BPApo. With X » t we denote the process X with its 
behaviour restricted to the extent that its first action must be performed before time t. Axioms defining 
» are in table 12. Notice that in all axioms a may also be o. 
t ~ r ⇒ a(t) » r = o(r) 
t < r ⇒ a(t) » r = a(t) 
(X + Y) » t = (X » t) + (Y » t) 
(X · Y) » t = (X » t) · Y 





In order to calculate the bounded initialization of an integral expression, we need an additional axiom. 
For this axiom it is assumed that i rt happens to be a real number expression it will not contain the free 
variable v. 
( f X) » t = f ( X » t) 
ve¼ ve¼ 
ATBI 
Table 13. BPApol» = BPApol + BPApo» + ATBI. 
Notice that X » co = X. 
6.4 ALGEBRA OF COMMUN"ICATtNG PROCESSES. 
Now we have defined all auxiliary operators needed for the axiomatization of parallel composition. Let 
H be some subset of A, and let a,b,c be clements or Au{o}. 
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alb=bla 
a I (b I c) = (a I b) IC 
o I a= o 
t,;:. r ⇒ a(t) I b(r) = o(min(t,r)) 
a(t) I b(t) = (a I b)(t) 
X II Y = X lL Y + Y lL X + X I Y 
a(t) lL X = (a(t) » U(X)) · X 
(a(t) · X) lL Y = (a(t) » U(Y)) · (X II Y) 
(X + Y) lL Z = X lL Z + Y lL Z 
(a(t) · X) I b(r) = (a(t) I b(r)) · X 
a(t) I (b(r) · X) = (a(t) I b(r)) · X 
(a(t) · X) I (b(r) · Y) = (a(t) I b(r)) · (X II Y) 
(X + Y) I Z = X I Z + Y I Z 
X I (Y + Z) = X I Y + X I Z 
oH(a) = a if a 12: H 
aH(a) = 8 if a E H 
OH(a(t)) = (OH(a))(t) 
OH(X + Y) = aH(X) + dH(Y) 
OH(X · Y) = dH(X) · dH(Y) 





















+ Cl-3 + ATCl ,2 + CMl ,4-9 + ATCM2,3 + D1-4 + ATD. 
6.5 REMARK. 
Observe that we have the following identity : 
(a(t) » r) · X = (a(t) » r) · (t » X). 
PROOF: We have two cases: if t>r !hen 
(a(t) » r) · X = a(t) · X = a(t) · (t » X) = (a(t) » r) · (t» X); 
if on the other hand t:s: r, then 
(a(t) » r) · X = o(r) · X = o(r) = o(r) · (t » X) = (a(t) » r) · (t » X) . 
6.6 ALTERNATIVE AXIOMS . 
As a consequence of this remark, we see that axiom ATCM2 can be phrased as follows: 
a(t) lL X = (a(t) » U(X)) · (t » X) 
This version will be used later on (in 7 .13 ). 
ATCM2' 
Also for ATCM3 we will need .mother version. We can prove that for all closed terms X and Y, axiom 
ATCM3 is equivalent to the followin g axiom : 
(a(t) · X) lL Y = (a(t) » U(Y)) · (X II (t» Y)) ATCM3'. 
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6.7 ELIMINATION THEOREM . 
For finite closed process expressions over ACPp we can lcmm!latc the following elimination theorem: 
Let p be a finite closed process expression over ACPp. Then there is a finite closed process expression 
q, not containing the operators II, lL, », », U, OH, and with I only on atomic actions (in the form 
(a I b)(t)), such that ACPp f- p = q . (Notice that q is a BPApo-term.) 
This theorem makes it possible to prove facts about ACPp-terms by structural induction, consid-
ering only a few cases. The proof of the theorem proceeds by term rewrite analysis (omitted here). 
6.8 SYMBOLIC PROCESSES. 
Notice that in this setting the atomic action a itself' is not a process expression. Only after adding a time 
stamp t one obtains a process expression a(t). However it is possible to view the original atoms as 
processes as well. In order to avoid confusion we will underline such occurrences of the atomic action 
names. We write: 
_g = f a(v). 
VE R~ 
The processes that arc built from these underlined atomic actions constitute a subclass of the space of 
all processes. As we have mentioned in the introduction we propose to call these processes symbolic 
processes. (Thus ACP, CCS TCSP etc. arc theories about symbolic processes in this terminology.) 
For symbolic processes one recovers all laws of ACP that have been affected by the introduction of 
timed actions (see table 15 below). 
So we find that as such the axioms of' ACP arc not a subset of ACPp. That simply means that 
ACPp is a generalization of' ACP rather than an extension of it. If one considers symbolic processes 
only and replaces an atomic action a by its real time version gall axioms of ACP arc recovered in the 
following sense: for symbolic processes the axioms of ACP hold in the bisimulation model of section 
4. This bisimulation model is a standard model of ACPp (once we have given action relations for the 




g I (Q I g) = (g I Q) I g 
Qlg=Q 
glLX=g·X 
(_g · X) lL Y = g · (X II Y) 
VH(g) = _g if a~ H 
dH(a) = o if a E H 
Table 15. Equations valid for symbolic processes. 
Notice that Q is in fact an infinite wait instruc1ion. It follows that deadlock and divergence become 
identified in this setting. 
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6.9 ACPp WITH INTEGRATION. 
It is not clear, however, how to find formal derivations of the axioms of ACP from ACPp. The intro-
duction of g brings in the integral notation in the case of merge and requires additional axioms for it. 
The following axioms for integrals arc valid and useful : 
v~ FV(0) ⇒ (vElP) lL 0= vEl(P lL 0) 
v ~ FV(0) ⇒ ( r P) I 0 = r (P I 0) 
VE¼ VE¼ 
V ~ FV(P) ⇒ p I r 0 = r ( p I 0) 
VE¼ VE¼ 






Table 16. ACPpl = l3PAp81U + BPAp81» + ACPp + INT8-11. 
Using these axioms we can extend the elimination theorem of 6.7 to all ACPpl-tcrms (i.e. we can 
eliminate the operators mentioned in 6.7, not the integral operator). We will provide an example of the 
effect of this theorem. Suppose b I c = d and all other communications equal 8. 
P = f a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5)·c(6+v) II c(3.5) = 
VE [2,3) 
= f a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5)·c(6+v) lL c(3.5) + r a(v+ 1 )·b(3 .5)·c(6+v) I c(3.5) + 
VE ['2,3) VE [2 ,3) 
+ c(3.5) lL r a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5)·c(6+v) = 
VE [2 ,3) 
J
(a(v+1)·b(3.5) ·c(6+v) lL c(3.5))+ JCa(v+1) ·b(3.5)·c(6+v)) I c(3.5)) + 
VE[ ,3) VE[ ,3) 
(c(3.5) » U( f a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5) ·c(6+v)) lL f a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5) ·c(6+v) = A + B + C. 
VE [2 ,3) VE [2 ,3) 
We can consider these summands independently and we will focus on A (the others presenting similar 
problems). 
A= JCa(v+1)·b(3.5)·c(6+v)lLc(3.5)) = 
VE[ ,3) 
= f (a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5) ·c(6+v) lLc(3.5)) + f (a(v+ 1 )·b(3.5)·c(6+v)lLc(3.5)) = 
VE [Z,2.5) VE (7.5 ,3) 
= r a(v+ 1 )»U(c(3 .5))·(b(3.5) ·c(6+v) II c(3 .5)) + f a(v+ 1 )»U(c(3.5))·(b(3.5)·c(6+v) II c(3.5)) 
VE [Z,2.5) VE (7.5,3) 
= r a<v+1)»3.5·(b(3.5)·c(6+v) ll c(3.5)) + J a<v+1)»3.5·(b(3.5) ·c(6+v)l lc(3.5)) = 
VE (2,2.5) VE [ .5,3) 
= J a<v+1) ·(b(3.5) ·c(6+v)l lc(3.5)) + r o(3.5) ·(b(3 .5)·c(6+v)llc(3.5)) = 
VE I ,2.5) VE (2.5,3) 
= r a(v+ 1 )·(8(3.5)(c(6+v) II c(3 .5)) + 8(3 .5)·b(3.5) ·c(6+v) + b(3.5)·c(6+v) I c(3.5)) + 
VE[2,2.5) 
+ r 8(3 .5) = r a(v+ 1 )·(b(3.5) I c(3 .5) ·c(6+v)) + 8(3.5) = (use the remark in 6.2) 
VE (2.5,3) VE [2,2 .5) 
= r a<v+ 1 )·(b I c)(3 .5)·c(6+v) = r a<v+ 1 )·d(3.5)·c(6+v). 
VE (2,2.5) VE (2,2.5) 
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6.10 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 
In order to obtain an opera! ional model for ACPpl, we also need action relations for all additional 
operators. We give these straightforward dcl"ini t ions in table 17. 
(x,t) -➔ (x ,r), r<s (x,t) a(r). (x',r), r<S 
(x»s,t) --• (x»s,r) (x»s,t) a(r). (x' ,r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r), r<S 
(x»s,t) a(rt ( ✓, r ) 
(x,t) --► (x,r ), (y,t) • ( y, r) 
(x lL y,t) ► (x lL y,r) 
(x, t) a(r). (x',r), (y ,t) ► ( y , r ) 
(xlly ,t) a(r) ► (x ' ll y ,r) 
( x , t) a ( r) ► ( ✓ , r) , < y , t ) - ► ( Y , r ) 
(xlly,t)a(r). (y , r) 
(x,t) a(rl_. (x',r), (y,t) b(r) ► (y',r), alb=C;t8 
(xl y,t)c(r) ► (x'lly',r) 
(x, t) a(r). (x',r), (y,t) b(r) ► ( ✓ ,r), alb=C;t8 
(x I y,t) c(r). (x', r), (y I x,t ) c(r) ► (x' ,r) 
(x, t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r), (y ,t ) b(r) ► ( ✓ , r ), alb=C;t8 
(x I y,t) c(r) • ( ✓, r ) 
(x, t ) - ► (x,r) (x, t) a(r) • (x ', r), a(i!: H 
(vH(X),t) · ► (dH(X) ,r) (dH(x),t) a(r) ► (c)H (x') ,r) 
a(r) · 
(x,t) - ► ( ✓ ,r), a~ H 
(dH(X),t) a(r) ► ( ✓, r) 
Table 17. Action relations for auxiliary operators of ACPp. 
6.11 RELATING ACP TO ACPp. 
It is useful to make some additional remarks about the relation between ACP and ACPp or rather ACP 
and ACPpl. Suppose we introduce the constant (1) for time instants denoting 'infinite' time and we re-
quire the axioms of table 18. 
20 
Q = J a(v) 
VE !~20 
X»w=X 
w» X =Q 
a(w) = Q 
U(a) = w 
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These axioms can be consistently added to ACPpl. The following axioms arc reasonable as well: 
U(X) = w ⇒ U(X + Y) = w 
U(X) = w & U(Y) = w ⇒ U(X II Y) = w 
U(X) = w & U(Y) = w ⇒ U(X lL Y) = w 
U(X) = w& U(Y) = w ⇒ U(X I Y) = o) 
U(X) = (l) ⇒ U(cl~1(X)) = (I) 






Now suppose that a model Mf for ACPpI + QACP is given that contains at least one process p satis-
fying U(p) = w. (The bisimulation models for any process notation arc of that kind, see section 4.) Let 
Muidl (processes in MI with indefinite delay) be the sub-algebra of M consisting of all processes p that 
satisfy U(p) = w. We expect :tVff:c1 to he an algebra with respect to the operators of ACP. Let ACP® 
be ACP over A with each atom a E A replaced by Q. Then Mid is a model of ACP~). We see Midi is 
a substructure of MI that is a model of' ACP provided each atom a E A is interpreted as Q (E Muidl) and o 
as Q.. 
Typically a process of the form a(t) will not be contained in Midi. So Miidl is not generated by in-
decomposable primitive processes. 
6.12 EXAMPLE: (combination of one bit buffers) 
The one bit buffer with input port i and output pon j has the following specification in symbolic 
process algebra: 
Bii = (ri(0} · sj(0) + ri(1) · sj(1 )) · Bii. 
Here, we use the so-called read-.1endfrmnat. I is a collection of port names and D is some set of data. 
Then A contains actions si(d) (send messaged al port i), ri(d) (read messaged at port i), and ci(d) 
(communicate messaged al port i). On these actions, we define the communication function as 
follows : si(d) I ri(d)) = ci(d) (ford E D). In all other cases I yields o. 
\Ve consider several real time versions of the one bit buffer. We assume that time is measured in 
seconds . 
Ba1,2 = J [r1(0)(v) ·s2(0)(v+0.01) + r1(1)(v)·s2(1)(v+0.01)] · Ba1,2 
VE~~ · 
Bb 1,2(t) = f [r1 (0)(v) ·s2(0)(v+0.01) + r1 (1 )(v) ·s2(1 )(v+0.01 )] · Bb 1,2(v+0.02) 
VE [! ,(!) ) 
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Bc1 ,2 = J [r1 (0)(v)· f s2(0)(v+w) + r1 (1 )(v)· f s2(1 )(v+w)] · Bc1 ,2 
WE (O.Od9,0.01 i] WE (O.Od9,0.01 i] 
VER~ 
Bd1 ,2(t) = J [r1 (O)(v)· f s2l0)(v+w) + 
WE (O.Od9,0.01 i] 
VE ,CO) 
+ r1(1)(v)· f s2(1)(v+w)] · Bd1,2(v + 0.02) 
WE (O.Od9,0.01 i] 
Be1,2(t) = Jr1(0)(v)· f s2/0)(v+w)·Be1,2(v + w + 0.01) + 
WE(0.009,0.011] 
VE ,CO) 
+ r1(1)(v)· f s2/1)(v+w)·Be1,2(v + w + 0.02). 
WE (O.Od9,0.011] 
The next step is to consider the parallel composition or several one bit buffers. For instance let the set 
H(2) contain all read and send actions at port 2 and let H(2, 3, 4) contain all read and send actions at 
ports 2-4. Then the following processes can be imagined (amongst many others). 
P = dH(2)(Be1,2(0.01) II Be2,3(0.01)) 
0 = dH(2, 3, 4)(Ba 1,2 II Bb2,3(0) II Bc3.4(0) II Be4,5(0)). 
There is a difficulty with Lhc operational scmant ics or these processes. 
Indeed, we have Lhal the only non-trivial communications arc ri(d) I si(d) = ci(d). Then it is 
impossible for P to receive an input along porl 1 and 10 send an output at port 3 at the same time. On 
the other hand starting in state (P, 0) artcr the actions r1 (0)(0.5), c2(0)(0.5105) and waiting for 
0.001 seconds the following state is obtained: 
<aH(2)[Be 1,2(0.5 + 0.0105 + 0.001) II 
i s3(1 )(0.5105+w) · Be2,3(0.5105 + w + 0.02)], 0.5115) = 
WE (0.009,0.011] 
<aH(2)[Be1,2(0.5115) II 
f s3(1)(0.5105+w) · Be2,3(0.5305 + w)], 0.5115). 
wE (o.od9,o.011 J 
In this state one would expect that the the actions r1 (0)(0.52) and s3(1 )(0.52) arc possible si-
multaneously, because these actions arc entirely independent in the architecture of P . We will get 
around this difficulty by introducing a new communication function on the atomic actions. This would 
be possible in ACP just the same, but there iL is less needed because il docs not contradict intuition so 
much. 
6.13 MULTI-ACTIONS. 
We will illustrate the same problem in a much simpler setting. Suppose that a system has two external 
ports I and 2 and various internal pons. To 1 the component P is connected whereas O is connected to 
port 2. The programs for P and O arc fairly trivial : both will write a value al Lime 3 and thereafter 
terminate. Thus P = s1 (7)(3), 0 = s2(6)(3). Other components of the system perform no action at 
all. Now consider the parallel composition. 
P II O = s1 (7)(3) II s2(6)(3) = s1 (7)(3) lL s2(6)(3) + s2(6)(3) lL s1 (7)(3) + s1 (7)(3) I s2(6)(3) 
= (s1 (7)(3) » U(s2(6)(3))) · s2(6)(3) + (s2(6)(3) » U(s1 (7)(3))) · s1 (7)(3) + s1 (7)(3) I s2(6)(3) 
= (s1 (7)(3) » 3) · s2(6)(3) + (s2(6)(3) » 3) · s1 (7)(3) + s1 (7)(3) I s2(6)(3) = 
= 8(3) + 8(3) + (s1 (7) I s2(6))(3) = (s1 (7) I s2(6))(3). 
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In the standard format of read send communication that is always used in symbolic ACP the com-
munication s1 (7) I s2(6) will be o and this implies P II O = 8(3). It works perfectly well in the 
symbolic case: s1 (7) II s2(6) = s1 (7) · s2(6) + s2(6) · s1 (7). So the arbitrary interleaving avoids a 
deadlock that is found in the real time case. The solution to these difficulties is simple: if actions are 
along different ports they arc independent. That means that a communication leads to a multi-action. In 
a multi-action only one action per port may be comaincd. So we write s1 (7) I s2(6) = s1 (7) & s2(6) 
and view the multi-atom s 1 (7) & s2(6) as a new atomic action formally. Then we find: P II O = 
(s1 (7) & s2(6))(3) which corresponds to the intuitions much better. 
6.14 COMMUNICATION FUNCTION . 
In this section we will describe a new communication !'unction for the read send format with hand-
shaking communication at internal ports , that allows parallel execution of independent actions. This 
mechanism can be completely described in ACP, so docs not involve any real time aspects. Neverthe-
less, in symbolic process algebra it is not needed because the arbitrary interleaving prevents deadlocks 
in those cases. 
We will extend the original alphabet A. Suppose that we have a set of locations L, A0 = Au{o}, 
and we have a locationji.uzction '.A.: A0 ➔ Land a comm11nicationfunction y: Ao x A0 ➔ A0 such that 
the conditions in table 20 hold . 
'.A.(a) =t '.A.(b) ⇒ y(a, b) = o 
a =to ⇒ '.A.(a) =t '.A.(o) 
y(a, b) =to ⇒ '.A.(a) = '.A.(b) = '.A.(y(a, b)) 
y(a, b) = y(b, a) 
y(a, y(b, c)) = y(y(a, b), c) 
y(a, o) = o 
Table 20. Conditions on A, y. 
As an example, we can use the standard read-send formal. Then I is the set of labels, and 11,,y are de-
fined as follows: 
'.A.(si(d)) = '.A.(ri(d)) = '.A.(ci(d)) = i: 
y(si(d), ri(d)) = ci(d) ford E D. In all othe r cases y yields o. 
Now we extend the set A to the new set of' atomic actions A&. A& consists of sets of actions of A, e.g. 
a1 & a2 & ... & an, such that all clements have different locations, i.e. i =t j ⇒ 11,(ai) =t 11,(aj). The order 
of the actions docs not mauer. i.e . & is cornmutative and associative. We put A& 0 = A& u {o}. The 
elements or A&0 arc intended as simultaneous executions or actions or A0. We will call the new atoms 
multi-atoms. Notice that if A0 is finit e then A&s is a finite superset of it. 
Now A&0 is the new alphabe t, on the basis or which ACP (resp. ACPp) is defined. The communi-
cation merge I is defined on this alphabet as l'nllows: in 
a1&a2& ... &an I b1&b2& ... &bk, 
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we find, for each pair i,j with A(ai) = A(bj), the communication y(ai, bj), and then we take the 
conjunction of these communication actions with the remaining single actions. If at least one 
communication is 8, the whole tem1 becomes 8. Thus, in the read-send format, we have 
s1 (d) & r2(e) I s2(e) & s3(f) = s1 (d) & c2(e) & s3(f), and 
s1 (d) & r2(e) I s1 (d) & s2(e) = 8. 
We see that this definition of I satisfies the conditions for a communication function (axioms Cl-3 
of ACPp, sec 6.4). We also get the result desired in 6.13: s1 (7)(3) II s2(6)(3) = (s1 (7) & s2(6))(3). 
This construction is better sui ted in the case of real lime process algebra than the definition in 
which I coincides with yon the atomic actions. Notice however that all of this firmly stays within the 
setting of ACP. 
Instead of talking about locations, we can consider the more general case where atomic actions do 
not only a time component, but also space components. Then, the case described here is a degenerated 
case of the classical real space setting. For more details, sec [8B90]. 
We remark that there is also ,mother solu tion to this problem: instead of giving an exact timing to 
each action, we can also assign a small interval. Thus, if f. is some small positive number, we do not 
consider s1 (7)(3) II s2(6)(3) , but instead J s1 (7)(t) II j s2(6)(t). In the latter process, we 
IE (3-£,3+£) IE (3-£,3+£) 
get a correct result, when we use interleaving. 
6.15 EXAMPLE. 
We describe the Positive Acknowled~ement with Retransn1ission protocol (see [T81]) that is based on 
time outs of acknowledgements. We picture the layout of the system in fig . 1. In order to avoid 





A(b) = f JJ1 (d)(v) · A(b,d ,v) 
VE ::t;:,il 
A(b,d,v) = s3(db)(v+0.001) · [ J r5(ack)(w)·A(1-b) + time_out(v+0.01 )·A(b,d, v+0.01 )] 
WE [0,v+0.01) 
K = J > r3(f)(v) · [s4(f)(v+0.002) + errorK(v+0.001 )] · K 
fETixB 
VE ;:,iJ 
L = J r6(ack)(v) · [s5(ack)(v+0 .002) + errorL(v+0.001 )] · L 
VE Ji<2:0 
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B = 8(0) 
B(b) = r JJ4(db)(v) · s2(d)(v+0.001) · 8(1-b,v) + 
VEi;:{) 
r citb4(d(1-b))(v) · B(b,v) 
VE ]i2'.0 
B(b,v) = s6(ack)(v+0.002) · B(b). 
The protocol is then consu·ucted as follows: 
PAR =VH(A II K II L II B) 
where H contains all read and send actions along 1he internal ports 3, 4, 5 and 6. The protocol works 
correctly as long as the time out time is larger than the time of a complete protocol cycle (here 0.007 
seconds). Using real time process algebra, we do not need a priority operator in the description, as in 
[V90]. 
7. RELATIVE TIME. 
With a[t] we denote an action a that has to be performed t time units after its enabling occurrence of· 
has passed. The initialization of a process counts as such a point in time as well. Thus a[2] · b[1] · c[4] 
denotes: 2 time units after the start (at some moment to be determined by an environment) the action a 
is performed, 1 time unit later b happens and then 4 lime uni ls later c must be planned. 
7.1 BASIC PROCESS ALGErlRA WITH RELATIVE TIME. 
Now we present the axiom system BPA in 1hc case of relative time. The r in the names of the axiom 
systems indicates that we deal with relative time. 
7.2 EXAMPLES. 
a[O] = 8[0] 
8[t] · X = 8[t] 
t < r ⇒ 8[t] + 8[r] = 8[r] 
a[t] + 8[t] = a[ t] 





i. a[2] · b[3] + 8[1.5] = a[2] · b[3] + 8[1.5] · b[3] = (a[2] + 8[1.5]) · b[3] = 
= (a[2] + 8[2] + 8[1.5]) · b[3] = (a[2] + o[2]) · b[3l = a[2l · b[3] 
ii. a[2] · (b[2] · c[3] + c[1] · c[4] + 8[3] · c[2]) = a[2] · (b[2] · c[3] + c[1] · c[4] + o[3]) 
7.3 EXAMPLES OF RECURSION EQUATIONS. 
P1=a[1]·P1 
P2 = a[1] · a[2] · P2 
P3 = a[0.5] · (P3 + c[3.5]) + b[2]) · P3 
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7.4 DEFINITION 
A state is a pair (e, t) wilh e a closed process expression and t a Lime instant Thus the recursion 
equations above induce states such as (P1, 2) and (b[2] · (P1 + P2) + P3, 3). 
7 .5 EXAMPLE. 
Starting the following process A at Lime O with r ini1iali1.ed al 1 
A(r) = a[r] · A(r/2) 
leads to the process a[1 ]·a[0.5] ·a[0.25] ... All actions or this process happen before t = 2 . 
7.6 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
Herc, we do not specify a projective limit model, since, as in the absolute time case, we want to focus 
on an operational model. The action rules for the operational model follow. 
(a[r], t) a(t+O .• (✓, t+r) 
s < r ⇒ (a[r], t) ► (a[r-s], t+s) 
S< r ⇒ (o[r] , t) - ► (8[r-s], t+s) 
(x,t) a(rl. (x', r) 
(x+y,t) a(r) ► (x',r), (y+x,t) a(r}. (x', r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓, r) 
(x+y,t) a(r). ( ✓ ,r), (y+x,t) a(r) . (✓ ,r) 
(x ,t) -- ► (x',r), (y,t) ► (y' ,r) 
(x+y,t) - ► (x'+y',r) 
(x,t) - ► (x',r), t+U(y)~r 
(x+y,t) - ► (x',r), (y+x,t) ► (x',r) 
(x,t) a(r)_ ► (x', r) (x,t) -- ► (x',r) 
(x·y,t) a(r) ► (x' ·y ,r) (x· y ,t) -- ► (x'·y,r) 
(x, t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r) 
(x·y,t) a(r). (y,r) 
Table 22. Operational semantics of BPArpo. 
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7.7 COMMENTS. 
When we use relative time, idling may change the process expression we arc dealing with, as the ax-
ioms in the first block of table 22 show. This complicates the rules for alternative composition, as 
idling may cause the loss or a summand (when its relative time becomes 0). The operator O is the 
relative time version or the operator U defined in 6.2: 
O(a[t]) = t 
O(o[tD = t 
U(X + Y) = max{U(X), U(Y)} 
U(X . Y) = U(X) 
Table 23. BPArpoU = I3PArpo + RTUI-4. 





Notice that the condition t+U(y):S: r is equivalent to the f'ollowing statement: 
there is no expression y' such Lhat (y, t) ► (y',r). 
We do not wanL Lo include a negative condition in an operational rule, as that may cause problems (the 
rules may not define a relation, sec GROOTE l G 89 I). 
The definition or bisimulation needs some adaplations, in order lo renecL that process expressions 
may change by idling. These adaptations arc straightforward. 
7.8 INTEGRATION. 
The integration operator requires the same axioms as in 5.4, so we put BPArpoJ = BPArpo + INTI-7. 
The operational semantics becomes much more complicated. 
for all LIES (x(u),t) ► (x'(u),r), 0:t-Sr:;;;,V, 
and for all UEV-S t+U~(x(u)):s:r 
< r x(v),t) ► < J x'(v),r) 
v/v vE S 
(x(u),t) a(r) ► (x',r), LI E V 
< rx(v),t)a(r) ► (x',r) 
v/v 
(x(u),t) a(r) ► (✓ ,r) , LI E V 
< r x(v),t) a(r) ► ( ✓ .r) 
VE V 
Table 24. Action relations for integration, relative time. 
7.9 EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF INTEGRATION. 
i. Three clocks (the same examples as in 5.6). 
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Cl1 = tick[1] · Cl1 
Notice that here we do not need a paramcler for the process , which we did need in 5.6.i. The second 
clock does need a parameter: 
Cl2(w) = J tick[1 +v-w] · Cl2(v) 
ve(-0. 1,0.01) 
Starting this clock at time O with w = 0 may lead to the f'ollowing execution: 
at t = 1.004 tick[1 + 0.004] Cl2(0.004) 
at t = 2.003 tick[1 + 0.003 - 0.004] Cl2(0.003) 
at t = 2.998 tick[1 - 0.002 - 0.003] Cl2(- 0.002) 
at t = 4.001 tick[1 + 0.001 + 0.002] 
The third clock cumulates the errors: 
Cl3 = J tick[1 +v] · Cl3. 
ve(-0. 1,0.01] 
ii. Automatic switch off (sec 5.7). 
The first version is very sim ilar to 5.7. 
B1 = J sw_on[v]·sw_off[10.5)] · B1 
VE IR~ 
Cl2(0.001 ), and so on. 
The second version docs not need a paramc1cr t. 
B2 = f sw_on[v]·B2*) 
VE lR~ 
B2* = sw_off[1 0.S]·B2 + f sw_ on[w] ·B2*. 
we (0,10.5) 
7. 10 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR ACPrp. 
Now we investigate parallel composition in the prcsc111 selling. The operational semantics is very much 
like the one given in 6.1 (as in 7.6, a process expression may change by idling). 
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(x,t) a(rl. (x',r), (y,t) -·► (y',r) 
(xlly,t) a(r_) ► (x'lly',r), (yllx,t) a(r) ► (y'llx',r) 
(x,t) a(r)_ ► (✓, r), (y, t) ► (y', r) 
(xlly,t) a(r_) ► (y',r), (y ll x,t) a(rL (y',r) 
(x,t) --- ► (x',r), (y,t) ► (y',r) 
(xlly,t) -- ► (x'l l y',r) 
(x,t) a(~)_► (x',r), (y,t) b(r\ (y',r), a I b=Ci=o 
(xlly,t)c(r) ► (x'lly',r) 
(x,t) a(O ► (x',r), ( y,t) b(r) ► (✓ ,r), a I b=Ci=o 
(xlly,t)c(O .• (x',r), (yllx,t) c(r) ► (x',r) 
(x,t) a(rl ► (✓ ,r), (y,t) b(r) ► (✓ ,r), a I b=Ci=o 
(x II y,t) c(rL (✓, r) 
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Table 25. Action rules for parallel composiLion wilh relalive Lime. 
7.11 THE BOUNDED INITIALIZATION OPERATOR FOR RELATIVE TlME. 
Our next goal is an axiomatization or merge in the present selling. Again, we need a number of auxil-
iary operalors. We have seen the ultimate delay operator for relative time already. We give axioms for 
the bounded initialization operator for relative time (cf. 6.3), and the time shirt operator for relative 
time (cf. section 2). 
First, the bounded initialization operator for relative time,>> . 
t ~ r ⇒ a[t] >> r = o[r] 
t < r ⇒ a[t] >> r = a[t] 
(X + Y) >> t = (X >> t) + (Y >> t) 
(X · Y) >> t = (X >> t) · Y 
Table 26. Bounded ini1ializa1ion. 





Next, we present axioms for the time shirt operator for relative time, also denoted by>>. 
t < r ⇒ t >> a[r] = a[r - t] 
t 2'. r ⇒ t >> a[r] = o[t] 
t>> (X + Y) = (t >> X) + (t >> Y) 
t>> (X · Y) = (t >> X) · Y 
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The shift operator represents a process from a later initial lime. We sec 2 >> a[S] = a[3] and 3 >> a[S] · 
b[7] = a[2] · b[7]. 
Again, BPArpol>> = BPArpo» + BPArpol + RTBI, where RTBI is the obvious analogon of axiom 
ATBI in 6.3 (replace» by>>). 
Note that it is straightforward to give an operational semantics of the bounded initialization opera-
tor and the time shift operator. 
7.13 ALGEBRA OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES FOR RELATIVE TIME. 
Now we arc able to introduce a setting with communication. The complication is with interleaving. If 
one explains a merge in terms or interleaving, the execution of an action in one component of the 
merge has the effect that in an other component 1hc initialization time is shifted. This effect is described 
in the equations below. The r in ACPrp indicates that !his is an axiom system using relative time only. 
In order Lo provide an intuition for the equations, notice that we expect the following identities to be 
derivable: 
a[2] II (b[3] · c[S]) = a[2] · b[1] · c[S] 
a[3] II (b[2] · c[S]) = b[2] · a[1] · c[4] 
a[2] 11 o[1]=o[1l 
a[3] II o[S] = a[3] · o[2]. 
We find that the solution to this problem is obtained when we use the variants ATCM2' and ATCM3' 
from 6.6. This gives the axioms RTCl\'12 and RTCM3. 
Notice that also in 1hc case of ACPrp we can pul ~ = j a[v], and obtain results similar to 6.8. 
VE IR<-{) 
Let I be a communication function. I: A0 x A0 ~ A0, I is commutative, associative and o is a zero 
element for it. H is some subset of A. 
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alb=bla 
a I (b I c) = (a I b) IC 
81 a= 8 
t 7' r ⇒ a[t] I b[r] = 8[min(t,r)] 
a[t] I b(t) = (a I b)[t] 
X II Y = X lL Y + Y lL X + X I Y 
a[t] lL X = (a[t] >> U(X)) · (t>> X) 
(a[t] · X) lL Y = (a[t] >> U(Y)) · (X II (t>> Y)) 
(X + Y) lL Z = X lL Z + Y lL Z 
(a[t] · X) I b[r] = (a[t] I b[r]) · X 
a[t] I (b[r] · X) == (a[t] I b[r]) · X 
(a[t] · X) I (b[r] · Y) == (a[t] I b[r]) · (X II Y) 
(X + Y) I Z == X I Z + Y I Z 
X I (Y + Z) == X I Y + X I Z 
if a ~ H 
vH(a) == 8 if a E H 
vH(a[t]) == (oH(a))[t] 
VH(X + Y) = c)H( X) + UH(Y) 
VH(X · Y) = VH(X) · VH(Y) 





















+ Cl-3 + RTCl,2 + CM I A-9 + RTCM 2J + D1-4 + RTD. 
7.14 EXAMPLE (combination or one bit buffers, sec 6. 12). 
We consider several versions, with relative time. In the second and lasl case, we can do without a pro-
cess parameter, in the fourth case we still need it. 
Ba1,2 == J {r1(0)[v] ·s2(0)[0.01] + r1(1)[v] ·s2(1)[0.01l} · Ba1 ,2 
VE R2'.() 
Bb1,2 == f {r1(0)[v]·s2(0)[0.01] + r1(1)[v]·s2(1}[0.01]} · Bb1 ,2 
VE(0.01 ,W] 
Bc1,2 == J{r1(0)[v] · J. s2(0)[w] + r1(1)[v] · f s2(1)[w]} · Bc1,2 
WE [0.0 9,0.01 1] WE(0.0o'9,0.011] 
VE :it2<'J 
Bd1 ,2(t) = f {r1 (0)[v] · J. s2(0)[w] + 
VE [ ,w] WE (0 .0 9,0.01 1] 
+ r1(1)[v]· i s2(1)[w]} · Bd1 ,2(0.02 - w) 
WE (0.009,0.01 i] 
Be 1,2 == j r1 (0)[v]· i s2(0)[w] ·Be 1,2 + 
VE (0.01 ,W] WE (0.009,0,01 i] 
+r1(1)[v]· J- s2(1)[w]·Be1 ,2*. 
WE (0.0 9,0.011] 
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Be1,2• = f r1(0)[v]· f s2(0)[w]·Be 1,2 + 
VE [0.02,ro] WE [0.0o'9,0.01 i] 
+ r1(1)[v]· f s2(1)[w]·Be1,2•. 
WE [0.0o'9,0.01 i] 
8. COMBINING ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE TIME. 
One may imagine process expressions involving both absolute and rclalivc Lime conslrucls. E.g.: 
• a[2] · (b[3] + c[2]) · d(6) 
(a[2] II b(2)) · (c[3] II d(3)). 
Such expressions cannot be put in normal form, nor is there a straightforward way to eliminate II or 
dH. Direct integration of ACPp and ACPrp fails because there is no clear way to define the ultimate 
delay operator U, or bounded initiali1.ation and time shift operator» on relative Lime process expres-
sions, such as 
U( a[6] ·b[2]) 
Similar difficulties arise with 
O(a(6)) 
8.1 TIME SHlFT OPERATOR. 
a[6]»4 2 » a[4]. 
a(3)>> 2 3>> a(2). 
First of all, we remark that the Lime shift operator for absolule time docs not give us difficulties. This is 
because the following simple conversion axioms arc valid. 
t » a[Ol = o(t) 
r > O ⇒ t » a[r] = a(t + r) 
t»ar·X=t»ar ·X 
Table 29. Absolute time shirt conversion. 




The following rules arc also useful, and give back and forth transformations of mixed time expres-
sions, but no normalization or elimination. 
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a(t) · b[r] = a(t) · b(t + r) 
a(t) · b[r] · X = a(t) · b(t + r) · X 
a(t) · (b[r] + X) = a(t) · (b(t + r) + X) 
a(t) · (b[r] · X + Y) = a(t) · (b(t + r) · X + Y) 
a(t) · (b[r] II X) = a(t) · (b(t + r) II X) 
a(t) · (b[r] · X II Y) = a(t) · (b(t + r) · X II Y) 
a(t) · cJH(b[r] II X) = a(t) · aH(b(t + r) II X) 
a(t) · dH(b[r] · X II Y) = a(t) · aH(b(t + r) · X II Y) 
a(t) · (b[r] lL X) = a(t) · (b(t + r) lL X) 
a(t) · (b[r] · X lL Y) = a(t) · (b(t + r) · X lL Y) 
a(t) · dH(b[r] lL X) = a(t) · dH(b(t + r) lL X) 
a(t) · dH(b[r] · X lL Y) = a(t) · dH(b(t + r) · X lL Y) 
a(t) · (b[r] I X) = a(t) · (b(t + r) I X) 
a(t) · (b[r] · X I Y) = a(t) · (b(t + r) · X I Y) 
a(t) · dH(b[r] I X) = a(t) · dH(b(t + r) I X) 
a(t) · dH(b[r] · XI Y) = a(t) · dH(b(t + r) · XI Y) 
Table 30. Transla1ion rules. 
8.3 REMAINING OPERATORS. 
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Now we focus on Lhc problems wilh 1hc ultimalc delay, bounded initializalion and time shift operators 
mentioned in the beginning of this section . First of all , nolicc we have Lhe following reduction axioms. 
U(a[t] · X) = U(a[t]) 
U(a(t) · X) = U(a(t)) 
(a[t] · X) » r = (a[t] » r) · X 
(a(t) · X) >> r = (a(t) >> r) · X 
r >> (a(t) · X) = (r >> a(t)) · X 






The remaining expressions, U(a[t]), U(a(t)), a[t] » r, a(t) >> rand r >> a(t) cannot be reduced any fur-
ther. We can reduce them , however. if we have a ri xcd (absolute) moment in time. In any state of a 
system, such a time stamp is provided in Ilic second component. This Lime stamp can be transferred to 
the first component by means or the i"ollowing observation . 
8.4 LEMMA . 
For every process expression X a11 d lime t \I C have 1ha1 (X, t) H (t » X, t). 
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8.5 ELIMINATION. 
Now we can obtain full elimination or auxiliary operators for linitc closed expressions of the form t » 
X. Due to the previous lemma, this may be considered sufficient. Thus, the remaining cases for the 
bounded initialization operator arc expressions or the fcm11 
s» (a[t]» r) s» (a(t)>> r) s» (r>> a(t)). 
For the ultimate delay operator, we arc not dealing ,vith process expressions, but with real number ex-
pressions. Let : be the operator that represents tile time shift on real number expressions. Then, the re-
maining cases for the ultimate delay operator arc expressions of the form 
s : U(a[t]) s: U(a(t)). 
8.6 REAL NUMBER EXPRESSIONS . 
Formally, we have a sort RNE or real number expressions, with every element ofJR~O as a constant, 
with binary operators+,·,-,/ (here we have to deal with division by O; we choose the option to put r/0 
= 0 for all r), and for each atomic action a unary operators U(a[.]) and U(a(.)), and in addition an op-
erator: from JR~O x RNE to RNE. The basic axioms for: arc as follows. 
t : r = r 
t : (X D Y) = (t : X) D (t : Y) 
for r E ill~ 
for □ = +, ·, /, -
Table 32. Time shift on real number expressions. 
Finally, we have the required elimination axioms (heres E !R.~0, t,r E RNE). 
8.7 EXAMPLES . 
s : U(a[t]) = s + (s : t) 
s: U(a(t)) = max{O, (s: t) - s} 
s » (a[t] » r) = (s » a[s: t]) » (s: r) 
s » (a(t)>> r) = (s » a(s: t)) >> (s : r) 
s» (r>> a(t)) = (s + s: r) » a(s: t) 
s» (XII Y) = (s» X) II (s» Y) 
s» (X lL Y) = (s» X) lL (s» Y) 
s»(X I Y)=(s »X) I (s » Y) 
s » dH(X) = dH(S » X) 










i. 3 » (a(?) II b[2]) = (3 » a(?)) II (3 » b[2]) = a(7) II b(5) = b(5) · a(7); 
ii. 6 » (a(?) II b[2]) = (6 » a(?)) II (6 » b[2)) = a(7) II b(8) =a(?)· b(8). 
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9. TRANSITION SYSTEMS. 
One of the virtues of the availability or axioms ror transforming process expressions is that one may 
view the operational meaning or real time processes in terms or rewriting congruence classes of pro-
cess expressions. Because we have axioms that explain all operators in terms of+ and· one will only 
need operational rules for these two rundamcntal operators and the atomic actions. Thus one of the 
reasons for having the axioms of' ACPp is that these allow 10 reduce the problem of giving an opera-
tional meaning to that for BP Apo. 
9.1 ACTION RELATIONS ON CONGRUENCE CLASSES. 
In the case of symbolic process algebra tile three rules a+ X a• ✓ and X ~-• X' ⇒ X · Y + Z ~ X' · Y 
and X ~. ✓ ⇒ X · Y + Z ~ • Y arc sufficient to derine an operational semantics on congruence classes 
(two rules suffice if we only deal with prefix multiplication instead of general sequential composition). 
This means that X 9 ► Y (resp. X a • ✓) is operationally valid if' and only if X =a· Y + Z (resp. X = a 
+ Z) is provable for some Z. Unfortunately in the case or real time more rules arc needed because 
idling, step and termination must be distinguished. It follows that in order to define the operational 




(a(r) + x, t) • ('1, r) 
(a(r) + x, t) • (a(r) + x, s) 
(o( r) + X, t) • (o(r) + X, S) 
(x,t) a(r) • ( x', r ) 
(x·y + z, t) a(rJ ► ( x' ·y, r ) 
(x, t) ► (x ,r) 
(x·y + z, t) ► ( x ·y + z, r) 
(x,t) a(r) ► ( ✓ ,r) 
(x·y + z, t ) a(r). ( y,r) 
Table 34. Action rules i'or congruence classes of BP Apo. 
For instance, if we want to deri ve (a(2) + (b(3)·c(4) + e(5)), 0) b(~i c(4), we write a(2) + 
(b(3)·c(4) + e(5)) = (b(3) ·c(4) + e(5)) + a(2) = b(3) ·c(4) + (e(5) + a(2)), and then the expression 
has the right format for the l'if'til rnk. 
For BPApo, an operational scmant iL·s is as e asily presented for the free syntax as for the 
congruence classes. Indeed a few rules can be rcmnvcd ir one uses congruence classes but there is no 
fundamental advantage. It is tile chc limn:, ·cr that tlic. axioms of BPA arc useful (and in some cases 
needed) for expressing merge and c11capsulation in 1cn11 s or+ and·. 
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9.2 REAL TIME TRANSITION SYSTEMS. 
We have presented a structured operational semantics definition for dosed real time process algebra 
expressions in an earlier section. Clearly the outcome or that definition is some kind of real time 
transition system for every process expression lo which it is applied. Nevertheless the effort leaves 
open the question as to what a real Lime transition might be in general and how the operations of ACPp 
have to be interpreted in a general world or real time transition systems. We will consider answers to 
these questions below. It should be noticed that there arc discrepancies between the definitions below 
and the earlier structured operational semantics. The main difference is that we split a termination step 
into a regular step plus a termination predicate. 
We stress that there arc as many dcf'initio11s or a real time transition system possible as there will be 
researchers in this area. It is important however 10 understand the difference between associating a real 
time transition system to process expressions directly and doing it via an interpretation of the operators 
in a suitable structure. The point is that the transition systems for which a description by means of a 
process algebra expression exists constitute a minority only. Now that holds for the symbolic case as 
well but there is a major di ffercnce with the symbolic case: as soon as a general concept of a real time 
transition system is defined, already for systems that can perform no single atomic action there turn out 
to be complicated structural poss ibilities which arc all ruled out if one works with interpretations of 
closed process algebra expressions. 
9.3 DEFINITION. 
A real time transition system (RTTS) over a set of' atomic actions A (not including 8) consists of 
a set S of states; 
a root r E S; 
a function T: S ~ L~2::0 that assigns a time lo each state; 
a relation ✓ on S, that dc1crmi 11cs all terminated states; 
a relation idle s S x S (not at ion s • s'); 
a relation steps S x AT x S (notations a(t), s') . 
There arc several requirements on an RTTS : 
1. Ifs_. s' then T(s) < T(s') and ror every r with T(s) < r < T(s') there exists au E S such that T(u) 
= rand s - -• u - ► s'. 
ii. Ifs a(!), s' then T(s) < T(s') , and f'or every r with T(s) < r < T(s') there exists au E S such that 
T(u) =rands - ► u a(t)► s'. 
111. Ifs - • s' ands' -• s" thens ► s". 
iv. Ifs -- • s' ands' a(t), s" then s a(t). s" . 
v. T(r) = 0. 
vi. If ✓(s) then for no action a and state s' we haves a(t). s'. 
vii. lf ✓(s) and T(s) < r then for some s' we have T(s') =rands · • s'; this means that once a terminal 
state has been obtained the system can idle l"orever. 
viii. Jf ✓(s) m1d s - - ► s' then ✓(s'). 
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On an RTIS the signature or ACPp must be interpreted. We assume that an associative and commuta-
tive communication function I on the atomic actions is given which has 8 as a zero. 
9.4 ATOMIC ACTION. 
We start with a description or the transition system belonging to a timed atomic action a(r). 
S = JR?:::O root = o T (t) = t ✓(t) iff t ~ r 
t-. t' iff t < t' < r or r::; t < t' t a(r). r for t < r. 
We will always assume that no transitions ex ist other than the ones mentioned. 
Next we consider the timed versions 8(r) or 8. 
S = JR?:::O root= O T (t) = t ✓(t) = false 
t -. t' iff t < t' < r. 
9.5 ALTERNATIVE COMPOSITION . 
The definition of sum is not quite so straighl forward as one might wish. We start with two transition 
systemsS1, r1, T1, ✓ 1 , - •1, a(tl1 and S2, r2, T2, ✓2, - ► 2, a(t)► 2 and their sum will be the system S, r, 
T, ✓, -., a(__r)•. Moreover* is supposed to be an objec:t outside both S1 and S2. 
S = {(s1, s2) E S1 x S2 I T1 (s1) = T2(s2)} u {(s1, *) I s1 E S1} u {(*, s2) I s2 E S2}; 
r= (r1, r2); 
T((s1, s2)) = T1(s1), T((s1, *)) = T1(s1), T((*, s2)) = T2(s2); 
✓((s1, s2)) iff(✓1(s1) and ✓2(s2)), ✓((s1, *)) iff ✓ 1(s1), ✓ ( (*, s2)) iff ✓2(s2); 
(s1, s2)- (s1', s2') ifs1 -- ► 1 s1' and s2 -- ► 2 s2', 
(s1 , *) -► (s1', *) if s1 - ► 1 s1', (*, s2) • (*, s2') if s2 ► 2 s2'; 
(s1, s2) a[)► (s1', *) if s1 a(t)► 1 s1', (s1, s2) a(t ). (*, s2') if s2 a(.!2.2 s2', 
(s1, *) a[). (s1', *) if s1 a(t).1 s1', (*, s2) a(t). (*, s2') if s2 a(t)•2 s2'. 
This definition or sum requires an explanation. The pairs (s1, s2) denote states in which the system 
has not yet made a choice. These states can be obtained by waiting from the root. The first atomic ac-
tion (if any) imposes a choice for the transition system from which it was taken. 
9.6 PARALLEL COMPOSITION . 
The definition or merge is straight l'or\\'ard indeed. /\gain we start with two transition systems S1, r1, 
T1, ✓ 1, -► 1, a(!).1 and S2, r2, T2, ✓2, •2, a(t) ► 2 and their merge will be the system S, r, T, ✓, -., 
a(!l. 
S = { (s1, s2) E S1 x S2 I T1(s1) = T2(s2)}; 
r = (r1, r2); 
T((s1, s2)) = T1 (s1 ); 
✓((s1, s2)) iff ✓1(s1) and ✓2(s2); 
(s1, s2) - • (s1', s2') ifs1 - ► 1 s1' and s2 ► 2 s2'; 
(s1, s2) a_{!). (s1', s2') if: (1) s1 a(t).1 s1' and s2 ► 2 s2' or (2) s2 a(!l.2 s2' and s1 - •1 s( or 
(3) b(t' ' l c(t) ' d b I 1· . . b d . s1 -• 1 s1 an< s2 ► 2 s2 an c = a or some atomic actions an c. 
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9.7 SEQUENTIAL COMPOSITION. 
Next comes sequential composition. Again we start with lwo transition systems S1, r1, T1, ✓1, -1, 
a(t) ✓ a(t) . . ✓ a(t) 
.,__,. 1 and S2, r2, T2, 2, -· •2, -- ► 2 and their product will be the system S, r, T, , -➔, - •. 
S={(s1,*)!s1 E S1}u{(*,s2) ls2E S2}; 
r = (r1, *); 
T((s1, *)) = T1(S1), T((*, S2)) = T2(s2); 
✓((s1, *))=false, ✓((*, s2)) iff ✓2(s2); 
(s1, *)-(s1', *) if s1 - •1 s1' and not ✓ 1(s1); 
further (s1, *) -- • (*, s2) if there exists s1' such that 
T1(s1')$;T2(s2), ✓ 1(s1'),r2 -•2s2,andei1hers1 =S1'ors1 - •1 s1'; 
and finally(*, s2) - • (*, s2') if s2 ► 2 s2'; 
(s1, *) a(!). (s1', *) if s1 a(!)•1 s1'; 
further (s1, *) a(!_). (*, s2) if there exists s1' such that 
T1(s1')$;T2(s2), ✓1(s1'),r2a{tl2s2,andeithcrs1 =S1'ors1 - •1 s1'; 
and finally(*, s2) a(!_)• (*, s2') i r s2 a(t)► 2 s2'. 
9.8 OTHER OPERATORS. 
The definition or encapsulation dH on S1, r1, ... is easy indeed: 
S = S1; r = r1; T(s) = T1 (s); ✓(s) iff ✓ 1 (s); s ► s' iff s - •1 s'; 
s a_m s' iffa ~Hands a(t)► 1 s'. 
Then we arc left with the auxiliary operators ultimate delay, bounded initialization, absolute time shift, 
left merge and communication merge . All or these can be given similar operational definitions in tran-
sition systems. 
9.9 BISIMULATJ0N AS A C0NCRUENCE. 
Of course an appropriate devcloplllent or tile theory requires that we define bisimulation equivalence on 
these transition systems and establish that all operations respect bisimulation equivalence whence 
bisimulation becomes a congruence. Unfortunalely, carrying out such proofs in acceptable detail is far 
from trivial. We consider th al in i tscl r to be an open area or research. For the time being however, the 
introduction of transition systems and operators 011 them merely serves the purpose of strengthening 
the mechanical intuitions about real I imc processes in the ACP framework. 
The contribution or this work lies in developing a syntax for real time processes that is in line with 
the syntax or ACP and in the proposal or a workable set or axioms for this syntax. A mathematical 
analysis or the model theory or thi s syntax is a mat tcr f"or future work. It should be stressed however 
that such foundational work is 011 ly jus1i f"ied i r one is convinced or the usefulness of the syntax. Only 
if the formalism ACPp is considered a promising language for the analysis of real time computing 
mechanisms the tremendous cllnrt or a meticulous analysis or its model theory becomes a worthwhile 
investment. 
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9.10 ABSTRACTION OF INTERNAL STEPS. 
There is an obvious way to define abstraction from internal steps in a transition system. Indeed let 'CI 
denote an abstraction operator that abstracts from internal steps. Then in order to apply it on a real time 
transition system all that has to be done is 10 replace transitions s a(!). s' with a E I bys__. s', and 
apply transitive closure on the wail and step transitions . This gives rise Lo an equivalence relation on 
terms that turns out not be a congruence relation (this also happens in the untimcd case with weak 
bisimulation): we obtain Lhc same transition system for 't(1 )·a(2) and a(2), but different transition 
systems for 't(1 )·a(2) + b(2) and a(2) + b(2) (in the l'orrncr term, the choice for a orb is made at 
time I, in the lauer Lerm this choice is nol made until time 2). We can fix this problem, ifto all states in 
a transition sysLemwc add the information whether or 1101 the process has started at that point. 
Furthermore, we can obtain a complete axio111a1i 1. a1io11 or internal actions by means of the central 
law: 
s < t & U(x) > t & U(y) ~ t ⇒ a(s)tr(t)·x + y) = a(s)·(t:» x + y). 
All these matters form the subject or ongoing research. 
9.11 PJCTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS. 
For some very simple real time transition systems it is possible to provide graphical representations in 
which one may read off the transitions from the picture. Using these pictures one immediately finds 
examples of transition systems for whi ch there is no corresponding process expression (unless one in-






FIG URE 2. 
In the drawings in fig . 2, the rno1 is the lop point. The venical axis is the time axis (so transitions must 
always end lower than they start). Trans itions may never cross a line. Transitions that end in a thick 
line arc steps. Bollom points 011 a thick line arc ✓ points . We sec that the first picture can be repre-
sented by term a(1) + b(2) , that tlic scrnnd has 110 representation without using internal steps (but can 
be represented by 't( 1) ·a(2) + 1( 1) ·b(2)) l. 1hc third can be represented by \i(tE 11 1,21),, a(t)) and the fourth 
by ( f b(t)) · ( j c(t)). 
IE M ,3] te [2.4] 
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9.12 TIME REMOVAL. 
Suppose we design a system in symbolic process algebra notation first. Suppose the design has the 
following form: VH(P1 II P2 II P3). I !ere we assume that the components Pi have been specified as 
regular processes, using linear process specifications over BPA. As a next step we may provide time 
stamps to the actions of the components P1, P2, P3. This can be done as in the example of the alter-
nating bit protocol (see the following section), obtaining 01, 02, 03. Already at this point one may ask 
whether there is any mathematical connection between the respective Pi and Oi, We propose a way to 
transform a real time transition system 10 a symbolic transition system. This transformation called TR 
(time removal) is such that in many cases one may expect that TR(RTS((Oi, 0))) is bisimilar to Pi. 
Thus, adding timing information 10 a symbolic design component Pi should be done in such a way that 
performing time abstraction on the resulting real time transition system leads back to the symbolic de-
sign component (modulo bisimulation al least). So one may say that a real time implementation of Pi 
by Oi is correct if TR(RTS((Oi, 0))) = Pi (modulo bisirnulation). 
Next suppose that in symbolic process algebra one proves that 
P = 1:10VH(P1 II P2 II P3). 
Then, using time removal ii is possible to express that the implementation of the Pi by the Oi is sound 
with respect to the symbolic verification P = 1:100H(P1 II P2 II P3) as follows: 
Let X be the real time transition system corresponding Lo 1:1°vH(O1 II 02 II 03). Then it is required 
that TR(X) is bisimilar 10 P. 
Notice that there is no implicit guarantee whatsoever that the real time implementation of a sym-
bolic system specification obtained rrom correct real time implcmcntalions of its components is correct 
with respect to some given symbolic vcrif'ication or the design. In fact, in many cases it will be 
incorrect. The development or general conditions that guarantee this form of soundness is perhaps a 
relevant topic for further \\'ork (t hough we sec as yet no indication that nice and convincing conditions 
can be found). 
9.13 DEFINITION OF TIME R[f\10\1 AL ON REAL TIME TRANSITION SYSTEMS. 
The mapping of a real time tra11si1io11 system to a sy111bolic transition system proceeds through various 
stages. Lei a system S, r, T, ✓ , ►, a(t)► be given. We proceed in three stages. 
STAGE 1. We introduce two new predicates on S: ACT (active) and INACT (inactive). Together with 
✓ these predicates cover all st:il vs. t\ lorcover the 1hrec predicates arc mutually exclusive. 
ACT contains all states i11 1II L· tr:111sition systen1 outside ✓ , where the process has started and from 
which a transition labeled wi 1li :111 ac tion is possible. or l'rom which a transition leading to a terminated 
state is possible. i.e. alls suL·il 1/i :11 llllt ✓(s). such that a step has occurred before s (possibly internal) 
and either for some s' and a (t) 111 ,·1\' is a 1ra11sitior1 s a(t)► s' or for some s' E ✓ we haves ·➔ s'. 
INACT = S - (ACT u ✓). 
Notice that the collection IN /I.CT rnn tains states in which the system has essentially deadlocked (there 
are no waiting steps possibk :111 y 111orc. or slated 111orc generally : there is a finite upper bound to the 
possible waiting time fro111 1!1;11 :--1 :11d. ;1s wel l as slates where the system is in a livclock (indefinite 
waiting is possi ble and even u11a rnidablc) and in addition to this, stales that arc somehow in between 
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(there is no upper bound to possible waiting but the system may develop into a deadlocked situation). 
Using these conventions we stay close to what happens in the bisimulation model of ACP,: (see 
[BBK87]) where livelock and deadlock are not distinguished; this simply means that all inactive pro-
cesses are mapped to 8. 
ST AGE 2. In the second step the actions and states of the system are modified. We add two states 8 and 
✓ to S (assuming that these objects were not in Sand renaming some states in S otherwise; this is al-
lowed because we work modulo bisimulation equivalence). Further, we use the silent action 't as a la-
bel for transitions. Notice that 't t A0 so this cannot lead to confusion. 
ST AGE 3. Now all transitions are modified, obtaining the symbolic transition system TS* from a given 
RTTS TS. For each transition a of TS it is decided whether or not to put a corresponding transition a* 
in TS*. 
if a is s ___. s' then: 
CASE 1: if ✓(s) or INACT(s) there is no a*; 
CASE2: if ACT(s) then: CASE2.1: if ✓{s') then a*= s~ ✓; 
CASE 2.2: if INACT(s') then a* = s ~ 8; 
CASE 2.3: if ACT(s') then a* = s ~ s'; 
ifa is s a{!). s' then: CASE 1: if ✓{s') then a* is s ~ ✓; 
CASE 2: if INACT(s') then a* is s ~ 8; 
CASE 3: if ACT(s') then a* is s ~ s'. 
We denote this mapping from real time transition systems to symbolic transition systems by TR (time 
removal). This is a complicated operation for which many alternative definitions are conceivable. We 
do not suggest that this operation is canonical in any way. It is not clear what intrinsic requirements 
one may wish to impose on such time removing transformations. Nevertheless, with some examples it 
becomes clear what technical role TR may play. 
For a closed symbolic process expression P we call the transition system assigned to P STS(P). 
In fact this is rather vague, due to the many ways in which an operational semantics can be given, but 
working modulo bisimulation, and with the understanding that terminating transitions are denoted by 
arrows ending in ✓, and that every transition has a label in A, the concept of STS(P) is reasonably 
stable. 
9.14 SYMBOLIC PROCESS EQUIVALENCE. 
Let P = a(2) · b(3), then TR(RTS((P, 0))) bisimulates with STS(a · b). Similarly, if Q = a(3) · 
b(5), then TR(RTS((Q, 0))) bisimulates with STS(a · b). 
In that way we find an equivalence relation, symbolic process equivalence on real time processes, 
as follows: real time process expressions P and Qare equivalent in this sense if TR(RTS((P, 0))) 
rooted 't-bisimulates with TR(RTS((Q, 0))) (the congruence relation r't-bisimulation on symbolic 
process expression is defined e.g. in [BBK87]; it is the same relation as weak observational congru-
ence of [M80]). The symbolic process equivalence relation is nowhere near being a congruence rela-
tion (there are problems with just about every process algebra operator except encapsulation). 
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9.15 EXAMPLES. 
i. TR(RTS((b(2) + c(3}, 0))) r't-bisimulates with STS(b + c). 
ii. TR(RTS((a(1 )·(b(2) + c(3)), 0))) r't-bisimulates with STS(a ·(b + 't·c)). 
iii. Let Po(n) = a(n)·Po(n+ 1) and Oo = a·Oo then TR(RTS((Po(1 ), 0)) r't-bisimulates with 
STS(Oo). 
iv. Let P1 (n) = (b(n)·c(n+ 1) + a(n+2))·P1 (n+2) and 01 = b·c·01 + 't·a·Oo (Oo from iii), then 
TR(RTS((P1(1 ), 0))) r't-bisimulates with STS(b·c·01 + a·Oo). 
v. Let P2(n) = a(n) + 't(n)·P2(n+ 1 ), then TR(RTS((P2(1 }, 0))) r't-bisimulates with STS('t·a). 
vi. Let P3(n) = 't(n) · P3(n + 1 ), then TR(RTS((P3(1 }, 0))) r't-bisimulates with STS('t·o). 
10. PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS. 
In this final section, we give some further examples of process specifications, and make a few 
concluding remarks. 
10.1 EXAMPLE. 
A FIFO queue with unbounded capacity and fixed transition time for each message. 
Q = f JJ1 (d)[v] · (s2(d)[~] II Q) 
vel~ 
10.2 EXAMPLE. 
A FIFO queue that can input messages at any rate and outputs them at a rate of one per time unit (as 
long as the queue is not empty). 0 0 {v) denotes this Qin a state in which it contains the data elements 
in the list cr and v denotes the most recent time at which it has either presented its previous output or at 
which it has become non-empty by reading a message in empty state. In the list cr the data are coded in 
such a way that that last message is positioned at the leftmost position in the sequence. 
QE(v) = J JJ1 (d)(u) · Qd(u) 
U=( ,co) 
Ocr•a(v) = f JJ1 (d)(u) · 0d*cr*a(v) + s2(a)(v+ 1) · Ocr(v+ 1) + 
U=(v{+1) 
+ Jds2(a)(v+ 1 )&r1 (d)(v+ 1)) · Qd•cr(v+ 1 ). 
Notice that this process is defined by means of an infinite number of equations, one for each 0 0 . We 
have not found a way to restrict the number of equations to finitely many. 
10.3 ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL. 
We first provide a specification of an alternating bit protocol as given in [BK86]. Then we will add real 
time information about each atomic action involved. 
In this protocol e denotes an error value, e e D. db denotes the pair of a datum d from D and a 
boolean value b (the alternating bit). With i we denote an internal action that is used to encode a non-
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deterministic choice between correct and incorrect transition by the channels. In ACP the specification 
is as follows: 
Protocol 




RMb = Y r1 (d) · SF db 
OED 
SFdb = s3(db) · RAdb 
RAdb = [r5(1-b) + r5(e)] · SFdb + r5(b) · RM1-b 
channels 
K = Y r3(f) · Kt 
fED 
Kt= [i·s4(e) + i·s4(f)] · K 
L = be !tt}(j~(b) · Lb 
Lb= [i·s5(e) + i·s5(b)] · L 
receiver 
B= RFo 
RFb = [ Y r4(d(1-b)) + r4(e)] · SA1-b + Y r4(db) · SMdb 
OED OED 
SAb = s6(b) · RF1-b 
SMdb = s2(d) · SAb 
In ACP one may prove that ABP is in fact a sequential system in the sense that in no state, message 
passing is enabled along more than one port. Now we will provide a timed version of the protocol. 
The delays that are introduced are taken in an arbitrary way, for the sake of the example. 
Again this system will turn out to be a sequential one in the sense that no two ports can be used at 
the same time. 
protocol 




RMb = f JJ1 (d)[v] · SF db 
veJll~ 
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SFdb = s3(db)[0.001] · RAdb 
RAdb = J [r5(1-b)[v] + r5(e)[v]]·SFdb + r5(b)[v]-RM1-b 
VElR~ 
channels 
K = J ~J3(f)[v] · Kt 
VER~ 
Kt= f (i[w]·s4(e)[0.0001] + i[w]·s4(f)[0.0001]) · K 
WE [0.009,0.011] 
L= f beifu6~(b)[v]·Lb 
vEl~ 




RFb = J hf?4(d(1-b))[v] + r4(e)[v]) · SA1-b + cfe'b4(db)[v] · SMdb 
~~ . 
SAb = s6(b)[0.008] · RF1-b 
SMdb = s2(d)[0.01] · s6(b)[0.012] · RF1-b-
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Notice that the alternating bit protocol is a regular processes. For any reasonable definition of regular-
ity in real time systems, also the real time specification of the alternating bit protocol will be a regular 
process. 
10.4 TIMED VS. UNTIMED SPECIFICATIONS. 
In the example of the alternating bit protocol we illustrate an obvious technique that can be used to turn 
a symbolic specification of a system into a real time specification. 
i. All read actions can happen at any time; 
ii. The time at which a read action happens is remembered in the state (i.e.: it determines the timing of 
the next action); 
iii. Time constraints are allowed on send actions only. These may happen at fixed moments in time 
computable from the data stored in the state (including the timing of the previous action) or in intervals 
for which the bounds can be computed from the mentioned data. 
When talcing these rules into account one obtains real time process specifications in which there is 
a complete separation between time and data. For such specifications it is possible to remove all timing 
information, thus obtaining a symbolic process specification as indicated in section 9. 
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10.5 CONCLUDING REMARK. 
This report presents an introduction to the notations and equations for a real time version of process 
algebra (in the style of ACP). Many more features can be incorporated without substantial difficulty. 
We mention: state operators, asynchronous communication, put & get (unreliable communication), 
mode transfer, realization of successful handshaking communication if sender or receiver is 
timesharing a different task (leading to interrupt handling without use of a priority mechanism), pro-
cess creation, process forking, a constant for chaos. 
Matters that seem to be hard to generalize are for instance the notion of a finitely branching pro-
cess, priorities, regular (finite state) processes and the notion of a linear system of equations. Real time 
system verification in the setting of ACPp is an open area altogether though some significant notions 
of correctness have been identified in this paper. 
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